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This Understanding. treatise offers a concise, yet comprehensive survey and analysis of the
legal principles that affect the law governing sales and leases of goods. Clearly written and
logically organized, this book presents an integrated treatment of Articles 2 and 2A of the
Uniform Commercial Code. The primary focus of Understanding Sales and Leases of Goods is
on sales, with material addressing lease transactions woven into the text at appropriate points.
Beyond the treatment in the text, footnotes provide additional examples and internal cross-
references making the book easy to use.Among the many significant changes to the Second
Edition of Understanding Sales and Leases of Goods are:• A section in each chapter
summarizing the relevant provisions of amended Articles 2 and 2A;• A section in each chapter
summarizing the relevant provisions of the CISG;• Expanded coverage of issues relating to the
scope of Articles 2 and 2A, including scope as it relates to products that combine goods and
computer programs;• With regard to warranty rights, expanded coverage of the Magnuson-
Moss Act, federal preemption, and state consumer-protection laws;• Expanded coverage of
third-party rights, including voidable title, entrustment, and assignment and delegation; and•
Coverage of issues related to electronic contracting, including the effects of the Uniform
Electronic Transactions Act and the federal E-Sign legislation.

"Can help you turn a tedious task into a valuable management tool for hiring the best possible
people." Accounting Today“Nolo is a pioneer in both consumer and business self-help books
and software.” Los Angeles TimesAbout the AuthorMader-Clark has worked at the highest levels
of the HR profession for more than 15 years, primarily in the fast-paced world of Silicon Valley.
She has experienced the power of good management -- and the devastating impact of poor
management. Mader-Clark has worked with numerous companies to develop commonsense
HR principles to guide their employment policies.
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Stan, “Case Heavy, but Still Great. Great book! A little heavy on the case law, but it footnotes
which code sections are at issue.”

The book by William H. Henning has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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